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Automotive industry in India is struggling. Due to the pandemic number of restrictions 
announced by the government for controlling the impact of the second and third wave of the 
Covid-19. Public transport, Public places and shops are restricted, the impact of that ,Auto 
cars sales has declined.Inventory of auto makers has increased and that's why block closer 
and NPD  (non production days) are increased in OEM and supply chain industries. Another 
big impact is due to migrant workers', in small scale industry.  Auto components 
manufacturing and OEM are also being disturbed. In large numbers workers working in the 
industries are coming from rural areas in the state and country. Because of the restrictions 
and disturbance of public movement large numbers of these workers are going back to their 
village and so there is a manpower shortage. The situation is improving slowly from the last 
two months. Overall sales declined up to May2021 but after that slowly realising the 
restriction by the Government,and the auto sector started to increase sales. 
   In many local and supply chain industry safety issues are also highlighted.Covid cases are 
increased and small scale industries didn't give the live with wages.Leave without wages or 
retrenchment of the workman is happening in many places.. Only big brand companies 
managed the leave of Covid-19.  
As a regular tendency of capitalism,  the owner of the company is interested in reducing the 
financial benefits and welfare facilities of the workman. Many wage settlements are affected 
on the ground of this situation in the auto sector. Many management takes undue advantage
of this pandemic, part shortage and decreasing sales taken as an opportunity to reduce 
wages. In many industri  maximum one year or six month are not considered for the period 
of the  wage agreement. Yearly wage rise  also not considered and financial loss happened 
to the workman. Wage agreement not concluded within time by companies, and by delaying 
it union goes to back foot and settled agreement by compromising their demands. But in 
some companies still good wage settlements are happening. 

        GM management in India retrenched all the remaining 1083 workmen on 12 July2021.  
Employees Union of GM India is struggling for that on legal ground. Bharat forge Chakan 
unit closed the service of 250 permanent workmen by settlement. Hyundai motors closed the
plant for some days due to wage settlement and safety issues along with dismissal of some 
workmen , Nissan union  also struggling . Royal Enfield union is also in a struggle.  In Tata 
marcopolo wage settlement is also pending.and management is not responding from last 
two years. Due to pandemic protests on the road  and long march on Government offices 
and at Public places becomes impossible. Police department  not given the permission for 
that. Central Government  amended in the labor laws. All the trade unions continually 
protested and struggling for that. This is the overall situation in the Industry.
 As per news of Economic Times,Great Wall Motors have a plan to divert some investment 
from India to Brazil. Semiconductor chip shortage is also an issue in auto industries in India. 
100000 unit manufacturing and Rs. 10000 Cr.. revenue loss expected in July-August 
quarter. Maruti -suzuki a major car maker reduced their production plan due to 
semiconductor chip shortage.  Increasing fuel  rates also have a negative impact on the auto
industry. Then also in July sales of Tata Motors, Mahindra and Mahindra ,Kia Motors . Kia 
Motors increased their sales in india. Overall nearly 37% to 47% sales increased in july 
2021. Many Electric vehicles also launched by Ashok Leyland Tata Motors, Hyundai, Bajaj 
auto and many other automakers.  



  Looking at the pandemic third wave of Covid-19  is expected. Second wave was very 
harmful for human beings. Many people are damaged in the county. So the government is 
on alert for the third wave. Now covid cases are drastically decreased. Vaccination program 
is going on. Many people have their first dose of covd-19 vaccines and a second dose is in 
progress.
      From June rainy season is started in india. At  many places there was a heavy rainfall 
and landsliding is happened. Number of peoples are affected by flood and landsliding in 
July. Hundreds of people died and many lost their wealth  due to flooding in western Ghat 
area known as “Konkan”.
  Apart from these all issues we hope that the future may improve. Auto sector and 
agriculture sectors becomes progrosive and and we get may get some relief in all these 
uncertainty.


